Innovation starts here.

Allomet chooses Harper for Scale Up of their Nano-Engineered Metal Powders
It's our passion to help customers successfully move from batch to continuous processing as they grow their businesses, just like with Allomet's unique rotary tube system...

Learn More

Harper Experts Pen Several Industry Articles
Our technical gurus lend their expertise to several market publications on the topics of energy efficiency and thoughtful process scale up. Read more to get inside access to Harper's knowledge...

Read More

Are You Ready for Process Scale Up? Ensure your step from batch to continuous processing includes a visit to Harper's Technology Research Center for process optimization and refinement to grow from thimbles to tons per year...

Learn More
Missed our Webinar? Get access to "Designing for Energy Efficiency"
It's not too late to access our webinar archives for this presentation, including furnace design choices affecting efficiency, pragmatic retrofits to existing systems, and reuse of furnace outputs to drive down utilities costs...

Learn More

Harper honored as guest presenter at JEC Asia
Access our presentation on "Expansion Trends in Carbon Fiber, Challenges to Capturing Growth, and a Path to Achieve Greater Capacities...

Read More

Upcoming Harper Happenings

China Composites Expo - Shanghai
September 5-7
Booth 2207

GOCarbonFibre - UK
October 2-4
Invited Presenter & Sponsor

MS&T - Pittsburgh, PA
October 7-11
Presenter & Sponsor

SAMPE China - Beijing
October 15-17
Booth 1037, Hall 1

For more information, visit harperintl.com or

Contact Us